Environmental Protection Agency

§ 1068.115

(1) Send a request for duplicate labels
in writing on your company’s letterhead to the engine manufacturer. Include the following information in your
request:
(i) Identify the type of equipment and
the specific engine and equipment models needing duplicate labels.
(ii) Identify the family (from the
original engine label).
(iii) State the reason that you need a
duplicate label for each equipment
model.
(iv) Identify the number of duplicate
labels you will need.
(2) Permanently attach the duplicate
label to your equipment by securing it
to a part needed for normal operation
and not normally requiring replacement. Make sure an average person can
easily read it.
(3) Destroy any unused duplicate labels if you find that you will not need
them.
(4) Keep the following records for at
least eight years after the end of the
model year identified on the engine
label:
(i) Keep a copy of your written request.
(ii) Keep drawings or descriptions
that show how you apply the duplicate
labels to your equipment.
(iii) Maintain a count of those duplicate labels you use and those you destroy.
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§ 1068.110 What other provisions apply
to engines/equipment in service?
(a) Aftermarket parts and service. As
the certifying manufacturer, you may
not require anyone to use your parts or
service to maintain or repair an engine
or piece of equipment, unless we approve this in your application for certification. It is a violation of the Clean
Air Act for anyone to manufacture any
part if one of its main effects is to reduce the effectiveness of the emission
controls. See § 1068.101(b)(2).
(b) Certifying aftermarket parts. As the
manufacturer or rebuilder of an
aftermarket engine or equipment part,
you may—but are not required to—certify according to 40 CFR part 85, subpart V, that using the part will not
cause engines/equipment to fail to

meet emission standards. Whether you
certify or not, you must keep any information showing how your parts or
service affect emissions.
(c) Compliance with standards. We may
test engines and equipment to investigate compliance with emission standards and other requirements. We may
also require the manufacturer to do
this testing.
(d) Defeat devices. We may test engines and equipment to investigate potential defeat devices. We may also require the manufacturer to do this testing. If we choose to investigate one of
your designs, we may require you to
show us that it does not have a defeat
device. To do this, you may have to
share with us information regarding
test programs, engineering evaluations, design specifications, calibrations, on-board computer algorithms,
and design strategies. It is a violation
of the Clean Air Act for anyone to
make, install or use defeat devices. See
§ 1068.101(b)(2) and the standard-setting
part.
(e) Warranty and maintenance. Owners
are responsible for properly maintaining their engines/equipment; however,
owners may make warranty claims
against the manufacturer for all expenses related to diagnosing and repairing or replacing emission-related
parts, as described in § 1068.115. Manufacturers may ask to limit diagnosis
and repair to authorized service facilities, provided this does not limit their
ability to meet their warranty obligations under § 1068.115. The warranty period begins when the equipment is first
placed into service. See the standardsetting part for specific requirements.
It is a violation of the Clean Air Act
for anyone to disable emission controls; see § 1068.101(b)(1) and the standard-setting part.
§ 1068.115 When must manufacturers
honor emission-related warranty
claims?
Section 207(a) of the Clean Air Act (42
U.S.C. 7541(a)) requires certifying manufacturers to warrant to purchasers
that their engines/equipment are designed, built, and equipped to conform
at the time of sale to the applicable
regulations for their full useful life, including a warranty that the engines/
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